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Every year, we collect PPC and digital marketing predictions from experts, 
thought leaders and emerging minds in the industry to help marketers like 
you prepare for the year ahead. From micro-audience personalization to voice 
search advertising to artificial intelligence, the experts are chiming in on what to 
expect from digital in 2017.

Good reads and happy new year!

PS - Tweet your predictions using the hashtag #PPC2017

INTRODUCTION



2016 was a complicated year for digital advertising. Yes, audience targeting 

dominated the conversation. Yes, mobile grew and became even more 

top-of-mind for advertisers. But to be frank, there was so much change 

that 2016 felt like the never ending pivot – constant reaction to the 

changes raining down from Google, Bing, Facebook, et al. 2017 will be 

more of the same, but the big picture will start to come into focus. Focus 

FTW!

The Challenge
The lines between device, audience and even website performance will 

continue to blur in 2017. The cloud is powering everything. Your ability 

to get information and take action is prevalent on any device connected 

to the cloud. In many cases, you can convert (buy, call, whatever) without 

touching your device or even visiting a website. In other instances, AI 

already knows what you need and provides the deliverable at the exact 

moment you need it. This is the world we live in today (as Microsoft CEO 

Satya Nadella said: “Mobile First. Cloud First.”) and will have to optimize for 

in 2017.

Voice Search

Voice search is high on the list. Bing and Google have been alerting us 

to the importance of voice search for a while now. Some of the brightest 

folks in our industry have been preaching the value and unique nature of 

voice search as well (hat tip to Purna Virji). But in 2017, voice search is no 

longer new. It is no longer merely a fun toy to play with and think about 

for future planning. 
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Voice search is conversational. Voice search is 

about questions. And it moved based on being 

ubiquitous with mobile devices. Voice search 

is everywhere.

 • Google Now: Android phones/tablets,  

  Chrome, TV’s, Google Home and more. 

 •  Microsoft Cortana: phones/tablets of any  

  OS, Windows, Xbox and more. 

 • Amazon Alexa: Echo (echo, echo, echo...)

The query data is fun and exciting. For  

marketers, you can understand search intent 

like never before. There are even applications 

outside of marketing. When you consider the 

emergence of chat bots and what that means 

for an even deeper well of search query  

mining (potentially), the outlook for digital 

advertising is quite exciting, indeed. 

Ads & Predictive Intelligence

All of those devices connected to the cloud 

mean that your digital life is recorded at an 

insane level of accuracy. Your digital life is more 

than simply who you are (audience). The cloud 

enables machine learning and the outcome, 

Predictive Intelligence, offers a unique  

opportunity. 

What is that opportunity? The ability to target  

consumers through the simultaneous marriage 

of TIME, LOCATION, INTENT and AUDIENCE. 

What they need, when they need it – regardless 

of device. How will this work in the advertising 

channels as we know them today? Not really 

sure… but it will probably look a lot like  

Facebook Ads. 
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The Shift to Mobile-First Is Complete
In 2017, we’ll finally see the demise of the desktop as the primary device. 

Mobile traffic has exceeded desktop traffic for the past 2 years now, and 

advertisers have focused more and more on mobile ads and landing 

pages. With the advent of bid modifiers for desktop traffic in both Google 

and Bing, the shift to mobile-first is complete. Advertisers will move  

toward designing their websites and landing pages mobile-first; those 

who don’t will find themselves left behind.

Voice Search Continues to Rise

I also expect to see explosive growth in voice search in 2017.  

Advertisers are noticing an increase in search queries that are obviously 

voice-related: “please may I get the number to XYZ bank” and similar 

long-tail queries are popping up with increasing frequency. Devices like 

Google Home and Amazon Echo, along with digital personal assistants 

like Siri and Cortana, bring voice search into the mainstream. 2017 will 

bring an even larger increase in voice searches, and we hope the search 

engines will develop a way to indicate whether queries originated from 

typing or voice. Such data would be invaluable to advertisers in under-

standing the needs and mindset of their users.

Search Supervisor, Gyro

 @Mel66
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Mackey
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Easier To Use and Control Audience Targeting 

2016 saw the rise of audience targeting options; but they are very  

difficult to use at scale. In 2017, we’re going to see audience targeting 

become much easier to work with at scale. These changes will range from 

how they can be added to accounts, bulk managed in the editors/APIs, 

and even some changes to minimums to make them more accessible  

to accounts of all sizes. 

 2016 = audience targeting options

 2017 = audience targeting will be easier to use and we’ll  

  see broader adoption by advertisers 

 

The Continuing Rise of Semi-Personalized Ads

For years, ads were almost an afterthought for many companies. Bidding 

was easier to manage at scale than ads; and ads were often ignored.  

This has changed the last few years, and now that you can create ads for 

specific use case scenarios, such as women who were previous customers 

or men who have never been to your site before, the semi-personalization 

of ads will continue. We will also continue to see ad extensions added 

to the point by the end of 2017; the ‘default’ number of extensions that 

every single company should use will be under 35% of what is available. 

Less Mobile Emphasis, More Focus on Attribution

Okay we get it, mobile is here to stay. I think mobile has been hammered 

into people’s heads so often that we’re sick of thinking about mobile  

specific options and we’ll stop thinking devices and start thinking  

Co-Founder, AdAlysis

 @bgtheory
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attribution. With mobile only campaigns, AMP, 

app install ads vs app extensions, the mobile 

and desktop control is now in place to do 

whatever you want; and we’re not going to use 

many of these features as the smart advertisers 

have moved past where these features  

determined how their account was managed. 

Now we’ll manage how we want to and the 

features will be there as needed based upon 

your management style.

With the changes to AdWords conversion data 

where you can build attribution management 

directly into your bid rules and attribution; it’s 

time to stop thinking cross device as mobile to 

desktop (it can be desktop to mobile or tablet 

to desktop) or mobile as a separate budget, and 

start examining the actual customer journey for 

decision making purposes. 

2017 will see less emphasis placed on ‘mobile 

marketing’ and more placed on ‘customer  

journey marketing’.

http://ctt.ec/QRbFi
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More PPC Growth Using Data Attribution 

I know a lot of us are trying to follow what might happen not only in 

the advertising world, but in the broader technology world. Players like 

Google and Microsoft are focusing heavily on AI and applications that  

will act as dedicated personal servants of one form or another. 

But for the time being, two worlds are playing out in parallel: a world  

of R&D -- as yet unrealized dreams -- pointing the way to a more  

automated and seamlessly connected future via our personal devices 

and the Internet of Things; and the current (legacy, if you will) economic 

model, which runs on banner ads, keyword-triggered ads, and so-called 

‘native ads’; all chugging along, somewhat getting in users’ way, but also 

helping them more than hurting them in their pursuit of commercial-

intent paths.

The current (legacy) online advertising ecosystem -- and the ad spend 

that keeps that ecosystem healthy -- remains heavily dominated by a 

competitive marketplace of advertisers trying to “grab users’ attention” 

as they go about their daily business. In the SEM world, we tend to feel 

like we have the high moral ground. Our ads are “relevant,” because the 

best of our ads may be garnering between 5 and 12 percent clickthrough 

rates. The fact remains, though, that even on these “best” ads, 95% of  

users are choosing not to click.

In light of that, (1) we should admit to ourselves that this is an imperfect 

form of communication that we’re lucky enough to be able to experiment 

with (for now), but it isn’t light years ahead of the old forms of  

President, Page Zero Media

  @andrew_goodman

Andrew 
Goodman
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advertising  that we tend to be so heavily 

critical of -- radio, TV, yellow pages; (2) as long 

as our ads aren’t utter spam and may actually 

provide a reliable and measurable revenue  

lift to an advertiser, we shouldn’t make  

unwarranted black-or-white distinctions 

between ads and keywords with lower CTR’s, 

and those with very high CTR’s. While Quality 

Scores are a key part of sound economics in 

managing the details of PPC advertising, the 

biggest-budget advertisers are looking for 

growth. Growth can come from ads that aren’t 

clicked as often, and which don’t convert quite 

as well.

For a good proportion of those advertisers, 

growth can be elusive in channels they’ve  

been efficiently mining for several years. In 

2017, advertisers can and will have to wake up 

to the power of “higher funnel” ,“research-stage” 

or “generic” search keywords. They can no  

longer live on the low-hanging fruit alone. This 

is a challenging pursuit. It requires more data 

about promising keyword search patterns,  

better attribution of latent conversions (or  

“assist, non-last” clicks; or cross-device  

conversions), and experimentation with  

different attribution models. It requires  

taking “what the auction can give you” in  

more challenging non-branded keyword areas 

(for example, but sculpting out geographies 

that don’t work as well, playing device bids 

cautiously, or using more negative keywords). 

But today, unlike in previous years, we have so 

much more data, better attribution, and better 

levers at our disposal. We can grow by finding 

new ways to find high-intent needles in the 

haystack of unfocused research-phase key-

words and users.

PPC driven revenue growth may slow in 2017, 

but the party isn’t over just yet.

Never has so much data been available to so 

many for the simple price of paying for the 

advertising -- and not a penny more.

2017 Predictions

Andrew Goodman
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Start making sense again

In 1984 the rock group Talking Heads made a movie named « Stop Making 

Sense ». The title came from the lyrics in their songs and for me it was a 

welcome refreshment to the all-too- sensible 1980’s with their economic 

crises and tediously well-organized society where everything seemed to 

be set in stone.

Then, in the 90’s I was released from boredom as the world wide web 

arrived with the promise to change the world. Make something better. 

Break the monopolies. Even the playing field. Let creativity come loose. 

Give everybody access to information. Set innovation free. 

And with the internet came a new form of marketing, and with internet 

marketing came my career and my passion for many years. We were 

caught by the spell of novelty, opportunity and disruption. We invented 

SEO, discussion groups, communities, emailing, 1to1, stickiness,  

personalization, virality and social media. Everything didn’t always fit 

together but we were constantly trying and learning and improving. We 

invented remarketing, RTB, programmatic, marketing automation,  

audience planning, gamification, geofencing, native ads and chatbots…

And somewhere along the way, we lost something. The most precious 

thing for anyone who communicates. 

We lost the audience.  We lost the end-user. 

Fed up with spam and with inconsistent messaging, the end-user bails 

out. Done with ads, done with flames on social media. Need for Digital 

Detox. But we only really found out once adblocking changed the rules 

Digital Marketing Strategist Partner, altima°  

@soanders
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of the game. I think it was the story that broke. 

The story we try to tell with our brands. We 

have been so eagerly focusing on getting 

the message out, that the story got bent and 

distorted and over-repeated. 

Everybody is to blame because we forgot what 

we were really trying to do. In communication, 

the key is the audience. In marketing, the key is 

the customer experience. 

2017 will be the year where we aim to start 

making sense again. We will stop bidding on 

keywords just because they represent an  

economic opportunity and start thinking 

about the user moment and the fit with our 

brands. We will stop using multiple  

remarketers in parallel and start thinking  

holistically about exposure capping and 

consistency and sequencing of our story. We 

will stop doing sprinkler campaigns covering 

the entire marketplace and start systematically 

building our campaigns on the basis of  

qualified audiences. And most importantly, we 

will start considering the omnichannel  

experience and try to build the story from the 

end-user’s point of view. This will require the 

digital marketer to deeply understand brand 

values, personas and transmedia storytelling. 

We have work to do...
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Agency Shift to SMB
In 2017 elite agencies, formerly available only to enterprise clients, will 

offer low cost programs to develop some SMBs. 

More and more, the world’s largest brands handle elite marketing agency 

services as commodities and no longer partners. As a result,  

commoditized agencies are more willing to accept shorter contracts, 

more agile approaches, lower monthly minimums and smaller clients. 

Some agencies, which failed to adapt, went under in 2016. 

Yes, there are amazing, vertical SMB focused marketing tools, specializing 

in sectors like attorneys, plastic surgeons and cars. However, attorneys, 

plastic surgeons and cars are highly standardized sectors. It’s a lot harder 

for non-standard sector SMBs to afford marketing.

In 2017, motivated SMBs should try calling their local elite agency to ask 

for SMB development deal.   

Leveraging AI

Today’s search marketer to a great extent faces a fundamental shift in 

responsibilities, as adtech is replaced by boutique API appliances, human 

generated creative usurped by AI and auto-targeting culled from massive 

data. For example today, Google cites case studies in which more than 

16% of enterprise campaigns are DSA, examples of both AI targeting 

AND creative.   

There is more to follow. The future of search will become increasingly  

personal, pervasive and predictive, integrating endless data points of 

habits to anticipate consumer need and demand. For search marketers, 

this means it will become less about locating intent and more about 

identifying ways to inject value into this AI model.

CMO, Aimclear 

  @mannyrivas

Manny  
Rivas
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User Behavior Targeting
Google’s going to start looking more and more like an audience-driven 

DSP, with keywords as a proxy for context. 2016 featured the release of 

demographic bidding/targeting, audience based and look-a-like that 

at this point, keywords are just a tiny piece of what we’re looking after. I 

predict we’ll get even more robust and refined audience targeting tools 

for search, primarily focused around user behavior.

Beyond Search

For features, I predict we’ll start to see new ad formats and sponsored 

results emerge beyond a search page. Google spent Q3 of 2016 looking 

to not only take over your search life, but your personal life as well. The 

releases of Google Home + Pixel + a refined Chromecast leads me to 

believe we’ll have a more formalized form of sponsored answers coming 

soon to take advantage of incoming virtual assistant volume.

Bing Time

Last but not least, I predict a rise in Microsoft/Bing volume. I don’t  

necessarily believe it will come at the expense of Google, but rather with 

the innovations made throughout MSFT (including both Windows 10 

and the Surface line), they’ll start to generate net-new search volume and 

new advertising opportunities that look and feel different from Google.

Manager of Client Strategy, Elite SEM 

  @bigalittlea
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Mobile Isn’t A Thing Anymore (It Just Is)
After so many years of prophecy it looks like 2017 will be the year we 

finally stop calling mobile mobile and just call it search. 

In my 10 years working on local search for SMBs, mobile was never the 

immediate urgency for advertisers. Rather, it was just that new thing  

marketing influencers and campaign managers talked about. It was the 

next wave, far off on the horizon, and while there were some savvy SMB 

early adopters, there was always skepticism as to how much of a search 

game changer mobile was. In short, not everyone was “sold” on mobile, 

much like not everyone was sold on that crazy internet fad from a few 

decades back.

The reality is, from here on out, search from a desktop will be like  

looking up something in a phonebook: it’s what your parents do. The 

next homeowners, the next business owners, the next person who  

needs a tow truck, plumber or legal advice, aren’t searching for services 

on desktop anymore. They are multi-screen users yes, but a desktop is not 

one of them. Heck, even typing on those devices is becoming outdated: 

voice search is on the rise as we speak.

Simply put, mobile is. Period. 

All marketers, including those who serve almost exclusively SMBs, cannot 

ignore the mobile user experience. This means equipping landing pages 

with messaging options as well as call options. To do less would mean  

ignoring mobile users; ignoring “mobile” means ignoring “search”;  

ignoring “search” means ignoring “clients”; and I have yet to meet a small 

business owner that does not want more clients.

Local PPC Operations Manager, Acquisio 

@AlbertoMerola
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Voice Search Revolutionizes Search Advertising

But not in the way you’ve been told. Read on.

Sure, voice search has come into prominence this year, but most of 

what’s been written about rethinking keywords, ads and bids has been 

underwhelmingly mundane. Let’s be real. 

Dealing with voice search queries is not going to be all that different than 

typed-in queries.

 

The true revolution from voice search will come to us like a Trojan Horse, 

where the real power is initially hidden. In 2017, search engines will 

unleash the true power that comes out of voice search: micro-audience 

targeting and refine audience segments that are 50 to 100 times better 

than we have today.

  

A voice is signal-rich and tied to a specific device in many cases, a specific 

person. In the sound waves of a voice, we can discern things like gender, 

age, geographic-origins, and behavioral signals like anxiety, depression, 

happiness, sadness, anger and so on.  Imagine how much better search 

engines can serve ads to your target audience knowing those simple, but 

elusive signals.  All without stepping over user privacy lines.

Dynamic Adaptive Websites

Taking that concept one step further, we need to start thinking now 

about a future where we build adaptive dynamic websites (or apps) that 

cater to micro-audiences and audiences of one.

President and Founder,  Find Me Faster

@mvanwagner

Matt Van 
Wagner
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We’ve all done some experimentation with 

crude forms of dynamic landing pages that  

are triggered by URL strings that tell us what  

keyword someone searched on, or if they’ve 

been to our site before. That is child’s play  

compared to where we are headed now.  

Think what you can do when you know not 

just what keyword they searched on, but if 

they are male or female, young or old, raised in 

one place and now living in another and even 

what mood they are in. Boggles the mind, 

doesn’t it? It is coming soon! 

 

The implication for marketers is that we need  

to start thinking about dynamic, adaptive  

database driven web pages where page  

elements (colors, images, font sizes, fonts, 

words, and navigation) are selected on the  

fly based on what we will know about the  

visitors.  The possible combinations aren’t  

infinite, but they are magnificently large and 

juicy. The concept of adaptable websites is  

not new, but with targeting precision now 

coming to advertising networks, a real  

revolution is now on the visible horizon for 

2017. Take a look at the pioneering work in  

this field in the works of Joseph Carrabis to  

get a sense for how powerful and efficient  

marketing may become very soon.

So there  you have it. Targeting users is going 

to get easier, but more complex beginning in 

2017.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/josephcarrabis


Advertising in Voice Search 

The search engines and advertisers will grapple with how to deal with 

voice search. For example, Google will have a tough time deciding 

whether a voice search like “Where can I buy flowers for my wife” should 

be answered by speaking the name of the nearest florist, or by listing 

several florists nearby.  If the search is answered the first way, how can an 

advertiser achieve the equivalent of “first ad position?” I predict definitive 

mechanisms won’t appear until 2018 or 2019.

More Predictions

 • eCommerce businesses will finally figure out how to make  

  mobile purchasing easy, and as a result mobile revenue will  

  surge. Advertisers will pour bigger portions of their ad spends  

  into mobile.

 • Microsoft will continue to take search market share away from  

  Google. Furthermore, Microsoft will strengthen their display   

 ad network – for example, LinkedIn will finally become a  

  desirable ad platform.

 • Google will try to counter Facebook’s ad revenue growth by  

  rolling out new behavioral targeting features for Google  

  Display Network advertisers.

 • Google and Microsoft will improve their automated bidding  

  algorithms, and encourage advertisers to default to  

  automated bidding. For example, the default bidding method  

  for Google Display Network campaigns is already the  

  semi-automated “enhanced CPC”, Google could make this the  

  default for search campaigns as well.

Owner and CEO of digital  
advertising agency FMB Media

@Szetela

David  
Szetela
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In 2017, I think search will become more dependent on audiences. 

So, less about just targeting keywords, but also layering in critical  

supplemental targeting such as remarketing and demographics. 

Personally, I think it’s crazy to be doing search advertising without also 

specifying an audience. Not everyone agrees with me on this yet, but I 

think it will become more generally accepted in the near future.

Founder, Wordstream

 @larrykim

Larry  
Kim
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Location-Based Ad Options

In 2017 we’ll see PPC feature releases that will finally move the needle on 

current trends for mobile and local. Despite high hopes, most advertisers 

just didn’t have many options for implementing those strategies.

 

For years we’ve heard mobile-first strategies taking a higher priority, but 

only recently have seen the picture coming together with more options 

for PPC. Allowing searchers to text message from an ad on a mobile  

device is one example of integrating the current user’s behavior with  

attractive advertising options.

 

Opening up ad options also gives businesses more incentive to develop 

mobile friendly websites and shopping carts.

 

Location, location, location. We have been able to hack through PPC  

marketing to reach local searchers to a limited extent. Consumers 

searching nearby a physical store on mobile are the Holy Grail for some 

businesses. In 2017, we will see a more serious effort put forth with PPC 

features in Adwords like affiliate location extensions. Serving relevant  

ads based on physical location will hold a high value come the holiday 

shopping season.

Big Click Co. Founder,  
SEM Strategy Consultant

 @lisarocksSEM

Lisa 
Raehsler
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Breaking of The Advertising Silo - How We Can’t Be 
One Trick Ponies Anymore 

As digital marketers, we’ve been very fortunate (for a very long time) to 

get by with what we’ve learned years ago.

Even though we do a great job following new releases and updates from 

Google, we sometimes get too tunnel visioned forgetting about the 

entire journey of the conversion we want to happen.

In 2017, conversion rate and landing page optimization (CRO/LPO) will 

be as common of a marketing need as advertising is. Because the truth is, 

most new advertising campaigns that are launched, don’t deliver direct 

ROI or assist in it either. This means that even though virtual/augmented 

reality, voice search, and new targeting types will become available, the 

conversion doesn’t happen when the ad is clicked - it happens when the 

website or the landing page has convinced the visitor.

With this in mind, it will force advertisers to understand CRO in new light, 

as they can use it to their advantage to turn low performance campaigns 

into predictable conversion channels.

The Evolution of The Hybrid Marketing Unicorn

CPCs, CTRs, Quality Scores and other metrics will start to matter less.

We’ll find that we get faster results when we’re okay to sacrifice micro 

metrics in favor of the ones that matter the most - making more money.

With more and more targeting options and new ad formats and  

advertising channels to use, the scrappiness of a growth mindset will  

outpace the excel heavy tinkerer. Speed will win.

T-shaped marketers will become M-shaped marketers - and we’ll find that 

marketers and advertisers will venture into other disciplines, like UX, to 

understand that a visitor is a human being that responds emotionally and 

doesn’t care whether you use a hyphen or period in your ad copy.

Founder/CEO, KlientBoost 

@JohnathanDane

Johnathan 
Dane
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Location intelligence and offline attribution go 
mainstream

Location data, store visits and, to a lesser degree, in-store sales data will 

become mainstream this year as audience segmentation, attribution and 

media planning tools. They will increasingly show marketers which of 

their channels and tactics are actually producing real results offline. The 

only question is how long this takes to trickle down to the SMB market. 

Mobile commerce surpasses PC-based e-commerce

It might not quite happen in 2017 but mobile commerce is going to kick 

desktop commerce’s posterior. Just as it has fallen behind in retail traffic 

and search volumes, the days of desktop e-commerce dominance are 

nearing an end. PC transactions will fall behind mobile never to recover, 

especially among younger audiences. 

Google and Facebook as dominant mobile  
gatekeepers

Google and Facebook are the two dominant global internet companies. 

The challenge for everyone else is to utilize these platforms for acquisition 

(and retention in the case of Facebook) but ultimately to establish direct 

relationships with consumers, which is increasingly being foreclosed in 

the app world. Those brands or publishers that cannot do this will be 

forced to pay again and again to re-acquire their own users. 

VP Strategy and Insights,  
Local Search Association 
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More virtual reality in shopping experiences

More virtual reality in shopping experiences. Now, Google’s Project Tango 

allows certain devices to sense position, movement & track environments. 

For example, Wayfair has a Project Tango enabled app for their furniture 

products. It allows you to project a holographic image of, for example an 

armchair, in a room in your home with the chair’s exact specs, colors, etc. 

This will revolutionize how we shop online and how businesses transact 

online. It means fewer “scoping” and “measuring” trips to the store for the 

consumer and fewer items returned to the business. This will become 

more prevalent at the end of next year with devices that support this like 

the new IPhone 8, the consumer version of Hololens, etc.

Bots! Everywhere! 

More bot technologies. Bots will help with routine tasks like answering 

FAQ in real time and we’ll also be able to transact via bots. Facebook M, 

Canadian Kik and Japanese Line are all examples of companies working on 

this technology. It’s still early so most are using a combination of machine 

learning and manual methods to transact/converse one on one with folks. 

It will be interesting to see who pulls ahead in this race. Eventually bots  

will be able to answer more complex questions like “how do I sell more 

baseball caps?” and Salesforce is currently working with Kik on this type  

of technology. 

VP Online Marketing Strategy,  
Page Zero Media 
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A Seismic Shift in Mobile Search: Microsoft &  
Apple Partnership? 

Google’s total domination of the US search ad market is maintained in 

part by their contractual relationship with Apple, which results in Google 

being the default search engine for Safari on iOS. 

Earlier this year, during Google’s trial with Oracle, key details were  

disclosed such as the size of the deal ($1B USD) and the revenue share 

between the two companies (34% - though it’s unclear who gets 34% 

and who gets 66%). Several weeks ago while at an event hosted by 

Microsoft we also learned that the deal is up for renewal “soon” and 

reading between the lines, it’s clear Microsoft needs to wrestle this deal 

away if they hope to remain a relevant search ad platform for many years 

to come. The speed at which mobile has become the default option for 

search was a little surprising to most observers, and at this point there’s 

no signs of this trend reverting or even slowing down. 

Every month, Microsoft makes small gains over Google for its share of  

the US desktop search market. This has been going on for many years 

and Microsoft and the Bing Ads Network now represents 31.9% of the 

desktop search market. While this is outstanding progress, the picture is 

quite different when looking at Microsoft’s share of the US mobile  

search market where they have no traction at this time since they do not 

control default search experiences on any meaningful mobile platform.

Microsoft’s success on mobile will have to come 
through a partnership with Apple.

The question then is: will Apple continue to help finance its mobile  

rival Google? Will it partner with its former archrival Microsoft? Is there  

a potential deal with Yahoo? Could Apple finally build a relevant ad  

platform? Hard to say, but I predict Microsoft is the most likely winner  

of this deal. And this, my friends, means a much healthier marketplace  

for all advertisers, which we should all be hoping for.

CEO/Founder, Acquisio 
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Acquisio empowers agencies, resellers and advertisers to thrive in today’s  

digital advertising economy. Using machine learning and automation to drive 

cross-campaign optimization on every major ad platform, Acquisio does 90% of 

the work. With more than 400 agencies using Acquisio and $1 billion ad spend 

under management, Acquisio is recognized as being one of the fastest growing 

companies in North America, winning the Deloitte Tech Fast 500 and Fast 50 

awards for four consecutive years.
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Help more marketers get on their game in 2017 by sharing this eBook!
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